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ABSTRACT 

Code mixing denotes using multiple languages in an utterance. It is clearly seen that code mixing is 

pervasive while people communicate over social media irrelevant of the mode being used. The fusion of 

languages makes it more challenging and requires consistent updates according to recent trends. The 

current paper addresses three approaches namely CRFs (Conditional Random Fields), Bi-LSTM (Long 

Short-term Memory) and CNNs( Convolutional Neural Networks). Firstly, for word-level language 

identification of code-mixed English-Punjabi text CRF based system uses lexical, contextual, character n-

gram, and special character features. Secondly, Recursive Neural Network namely Bi-LSTM with glove 

embedding is used for language identification and thirdly CNN with glove embedding is used for 

language identification. It is observed that CRFs is the best performing system with an f1-score of 0.96. 

Keywords 

Code mixing, language identification, deep learning, glove embedding, Conditional Random 

Fields. 

1. Introduction 

Code mixing is prevalent when users while communicating use two or more languages. It 

becomes more complex when users prefer romanized text to Unicode typing. Plenty of social 

media platforms are available nowadays but the most popular in context to Indic languages are 

Facebook, WhatsApp, Twitter, Instagram etc. The automatic processing of social media data has 

become one of popular areas of interest. The first and foremost, rather the most important task is 

language identification of Code mixed text followed by normalization, POS tagging, de-

romanization, sentiment analysis and machine translation and many more [1]. 

1.1. Contributions of the paper  

 

In this work, we make two contributions to the research area. Firstly, we have built a new and 

manually annotated code-mixed dataset for English- Punjabi language pair from Facebook, 
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Twitter and WhatsApp messages. Secondly, traditional machine learning model CRF and two 

neural networks based approaches for word-level language identification of the language pair are 

compared. In contrast to the CRF model, there is no consideration of language specific resources 

or feature engineering. Table 1 shows example of English-Punjabi code mixed text. 

 

Example 

Lockdown tan pehla vi lagiya si oh vi complete 1.5 months layi je odo Corona te 

control Nahi hoya tan 15 din partial lockdown naal Kuch productive result niklu 

mainu taan okha lagda. Baaki unemployment naal apna tan fer vi shayad sar ju 3 - 

4 months par Kuch lokan da Nahi sar reha 

 

Table 1: Example of English-Punjabi code mixed text 
 

This paper deals with experiments to solve the problem of word level language identification in 

English-Punjabi code mixed data. The rest of this paper is divided into five sections. Section 2, 

discusses the related work. Section 3 represents an overview of the corpus collection and 

annotation guidelines. Section 4 describes the approaches used for language identification. 

Section 5 describes the results and evaluation of the approaches used. Finally Section 6 deals 

with conclusion and future work. 

2. Related work  

Code mixing is characterized as the use of two or more languages, verbal style by a user in a 

statement, utterance, or between multiple speakers or situations. First work on code switching is 

depicted in [2]. Code-switching occurs when a user switches between different languages in 

written or spoken a single instance [3, 4]. Nowadays, code switching and code mixing are used 

alternatively. 

Word level language identification is one of the challenging tasks as code mixing takes place at 

word level, at sentence level and even at sub word level in an utterance. Challenges posed are 

numerous and keep changing with the intensity of code mixing. Language identification has been 

considered as one of the studied problems, still due to paucity of data the groundwork remains 

challenging. [5] discusses a developed prototype for language identifier for language 

identification of online text based on cryptanalysis. [6] used character n-gram frequency lists to 

determine the language of a new piece of text in the underlying algorithm of TextCat, an 

automatic LID system developed by vanNoord. [7] followed similar approach except the 

tokenization of the text to build the n-grams. [8] discussed a system Linguini, a vector-space 

based categorizer which can identify the language average Web documents with 100% accuracy. 
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[9] presented langid.py, an off-the-shelf language identification tool with an embedded model 

which covers 97 languages using training data drawn from 5 domains. 

[10] used weakly supervised methods as a sequence labeling problem with monolingual text 

samples for training data. They have also used CRF model trained with generalized expectation, 

a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) trained with expectation maximization (EM) and a logistic 

regression model trained with generalized expectation criteria. The best performer has been 

Naive Bayes Classifier with 93% accuracy. [11] analyzed millions of Spanish-English twitter 

messages in a simple way with crowd sourcing for annotation. [12] compared dictionary-based 

methods with language models, adding logistic regression and linear-chain CRF.  

[13] used English-Bengali & English-Hindi chat mixed Corpora of Indian student community 

between the 20-30 years age group. Approaches used are simple dictionary based, word-level 

classification using supervised machine learning with Support vector Machines (SVMs) without 

contextual information and word-level classification, using supervised machine learning with 

SVMs and sequence labeling using CRFs, both with contextual information. The best result has 

been achieved using the CRF model (95.76%). [14] describes a CRF based system for word-level 

language identification using lexical, contextual, character n-gram, and special character features 

like capitalization etc. [15] uses RNN architecture with pre-trained word2vec embeddings for 

SPA-ENG and the Nepali -English datasets from the First Shared Task on Language 

Identification in Code- Switched Data. 

[16] shows the shallow parsing pipeline for effective text analysis in Hindi English Code mixed 

social media data. They have modeled a language identifier, a normalizer, a POS tagger and a 

shallow parser. Most of the experiments have been carried out by using dictionaries, supervised 

classification models and Markov models for language identification. Some researchers have 

also used models based on artificial neural networks. [17] depicts an LSTM based neural 

network architecture for SPAENG and MSA-DA datasets from the Second Shared Task on 

Language Identification in Code- Switched Data. Their model combines word and character 

representations initialized with pretrained word2vec embeddings. [18] recommends a deep 

learning frame work based on cBoW and Skip gram model that predicts the origin of the word 

from language perspective in the sequence based on the specific words that have come before it 

in the sequence. The context capture module of the system gives better accuracy for word 

embedding model as compared to character embedding. 

[19] shows deep learning-based language identification in English-Hindi, English -Bengali, 

English-Hindi-Bengali code-mixed data. Accuracy reported was 88.27 adopting LSTM for 

English-Bengali text, 86.97 adopting LSTM for English-Hindi as and 88.27 adopting Bi-LSTM 

for English-Hindi-Bengali dataset. [20] classifies each line of text to a particular language and 

focused on short phrases of length 2–6 words for 15 Indian languages. They have tried to 

identify the appropriate Indian languages to synthetic data. The approach used is the combination 
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of n-gram technique and a list of short distinctive words. [21] focuses on the low predictive 

nature of traditional machine learners by comparing with Deep Learning including the contextual 

language representation model BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from 

Transformers), on the task of extracting user sentiment from code-mixed text by using Three 

deep learners (a Bi-LSTM CNN, a Double Bi-LSTM and an Attention-based model). 

3. Data Preparation  

The language detection task is considered as a sequence labeling problem. Initially a data set of 

code mixed English and Punjabi romanized text has been manually annotated. The data has been 

collected from Facebook, Twitter and WhatsApp. The data set consists of 10,018 code 

mixed English and Punjabi sentences .The Twitter data has been collected using Twitter API. 

Facebook data has been collected from some verified pages of Punjabi groups, some Punjabi 

language users of around 18 to 40 years age group. WhatsApp data has been collected from 

personal WhatsApp groups in which there is highly conversational data. In addition to above the 

data is also collected from some web pages which have Romanized Punjabi text is available. 

From the crawled posts, we remove the posts in native scripts, and remove duplicate and 

promotional posts. 

3.1. Annotation Guidelines 

Pre-processing of original dataset includes removal of symbols, characters, URLs, hash tags, 

duplicate and consecutive sentences, extra space characters, Unicode characters, emoticons etc. 

Experiments have been done to test the data by manually annotating the dataset with seven 

categories of tags. [22] uses the same annotation rules and experimented using Logistic 

Regression, Gaussian Naïve Bayes and Decision Tree classifier The dataset (after preprocessing) 

consists of 80025 tokens which have been tagged as en (English), pb (Punjabi), univ (Universal), 

mixed (mixing of two languages inside a word), ne (Named Entity), acro (Acronyms), rest (none 

of earlier mentioned tags). The words of English language are tagged as ‘en’ and Punjabi 

Romanized text are tagged as ‘pb’. All the words containing numbers, universal expressions like 

ha-ha, he-he has been tagged as ‘univ’. The acronyms used commonly like lol, rofl etc.  And any 

other acronym of Punjabi as well as English has been tagged as ‘acro’. The word level code 

mixing inside single words like Samosas (a Punjabi word with English plural marker -s) are 

tagged as ‘mixed’. All the names of places, persons or any other entities have been tagged as 

‘ne’. Additional label ‘rest’ is used to accommodate words that did not strictly belong to any of 

earlier mentioned tags. 

 

Label No. of tokens 

en 28880 
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pb 38104 

univ 10114 

ne 1890 

acro 589 

mixed 28 

rest 420 

 

Table 2: Number of tokens in the English-Punjabi training data for each label 

 

The data has been annotated by 3 annotators which are fluent in both languages English and 

Punjabi and the average Inter annotator agreement between them (using Cohen's kappa) after 

agreement is 97%.  Out of the total data, 20% data is kept aside for testing and the remaining 

data is used for training the model. The labels used are summarized in Table 2. 

4. Experiments and Results 

This section discusses the various experiments regarding language identification with CRF 

and the features used for classification followed by using the front deep learning at works with 

word embedding followed by results of different methods being used. Language Identification is 

the process of assigning a language identification label to each word in a sentence, based on both 

its syntax as well as its context. 

4.1. CRF 

A supervised model is trained with CRF which calculates the conditional probability of output 

tags given the values assigned to the input nodes. Feature set similar to [23] is experimented with 

different possible combinations of available words, its context and possible tags. Feature 

selection plays the most important role in this experiment. The commonly used features are: 

1. Contextual features: The length, prefixes, suffixes and surrounding words  play an 

important role in language identification. 

2. Capitalization features: There are number of abbreviations, common names which 

are being widely used in code mixed text. Capitalization features help in assigning 

proper tags to such kinds of words.  

3. Special character features: These features detect the presence of special characters 

like #, @, /, punctuations. There are number of labels that start or end with numeric 

values. 

4. Character N-Gram features: N-gram features with N =1 to 5 is used.   

5. Lexicon features: These features define the existence of words in dictionary and are 

not part of the current research work. 
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First four categories of features have been incorporated to train the model with the help of scikit 

learn, Natural Language Tool Kit. After applying five-fold cross validation on the corpus, the 

accuracy of 96.8% is achieved and detailed categories are shown in the Table 3. 

 

Tag Categories Precision       Recall F1-Score    

acro 0.85 0.77 0.81 

en 0.96 0.96 0.96 

mixed 0.00 0.00 0.00 

en 0.88 0.92 0.90 

pb 0.97 0.99 0.98 

rest 0.87 0.54 0.67 

univ 0.99 0.94 0.97 

Accuracy 0.968 

 

        Table 3: CRF System Performance (Accuracy and F1-score) on the Test Data (%) 

 

4.2 Deep Learning Based Approaches 

4.2.1  Bi- LSTM 

Bi- LSTM can access both the preceding and succeeding contexts by involving two separate 

hidden layers. These networks can capture the long distance relations in the sequence efficiently, 

in both directions. End-to-end sequence model with a single LSTM layer can be used but two 

LSTMs are used to learn fixed-dimensional representations from the embedding layers. At the 

output layer, a softmax function is applied over the concatenated word and character vectors to 

obtain the token label. The current token and the neighboring tokens are considered to predict the 

label for the current token.  

4.2.2 CNN 

Convolutional Neural Network (CNNs) gives excellent results with image recognition, image 

classification, object detection, face recognition etc. are some of the areas where CNNs are 

widely used. CNNs are regularized versions of multilayer perceptrons. Multilayer perceptrons 

are fully connected networks in which each neuron in one layer is connected to all neurons in the 

next layer. The CNN extracts character features from every word. The embedding and the 

character type feature vectors are computed using lookup tables. They are then concatenated and 

passed into the CNN. The "fully-connectedness" of these networks helps in avoiding over 

fitting of data.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regularization_(mathematics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multilayer_perceptron
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overfitting
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overfitting
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4.3 Experimental setup 

Two deep learning approaches namely Bi- LSTM and CNN with pre-trained glove embeddings 

are used to train the model. The deep learning setups are trained using the “adam” optimizer with 

a dropout rate of 0.5 to reduce over fitting in the models. The Python Deep Learning keras 

library is used to build and train the models. The results obtained after training for 20 epochs on 

the code-mixed social media data sets are summarized in Table 3. As the table shows, reasonable 

accuracy levels were achieved without usage of any additional information and special features. 

4.4 Results 

On the bilingual English-Punjabi data set, CRF classifier clearly outperforms the deep learning 

approaches. The CRF baseline approach reports an accuracy of 97.24 % with F-score 96.28 % on 

the English-Punjabi language pair, which is marginally better than Bi-LSTM (accuracy of 

94.46% with F-score 94.40%) and the CNN (accuracy of 95.16 % with F-score 95.22 %) and 

approaches depicted in Table 4. 

 

Language 

Pair 

CRF Bi-LSTM CNN 

Acc. F1 Acc. F1 Acc. F1 

En-Pb 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.95 0.95 

 

Table 4: System Performance (Accuracy and F1-score) on the Test Data (%) 

5. Conclusions and Future Scope 

Since decades the research on analysis of code mixed social media text has become a thrust area of 

research especially in India. Almost work is done or is in progress with maximum official languages. 

Since there is no standard way to transliterate the code mixed data. Romanization contributes a 

lot to the spelling errors in foreign words. For example, a single Punjabi word can have the more 

than one spelling (Eg. “vich”, “wich”, Translation into English: “in”). Such kinds of challenges 

make language identification more complex. Similarly, in social media, chat conversation using 

SMS language “like” can be written as “lyk”; “Night” “nyt” etc. Such nonstandard usage is an 

issue for language identification.  

Two different deep learning architectures without involving sophisticated feature engineering for 

the task are reported to obtain competitive results. However a traditional CRF model performs 

better than the deep learning models for the language pairs considered. This is probably due to 

the amount of training data. The results shows that word embedding are able to capture the 

language separation well. More languages can be involved for future directions to explore.  

An important observation is that the word vectors play a crucial role in neural network tasks with 

the minimal availability of code-mixed. This work represents a preliminary study, and further 
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work is needed to evaluate also other deep learning models combined with other word-

embedding possibilities and features engineering. 
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